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When trying to atalogue, read and understand digitally sanned miro�lm,

several problems an our. When originally sanned, there an be problems

with the sanning aparatus, its settings, or the quality of the miro�lm itself.

After sanning several hundred of these, one may realize that there are problems

due to these fators. Also, many times, a person aessing digital miro�lm is

not the person who sanned the miro�lm, and an important area was not well

sanned. When either of these situations our, the user may want to enhane

these images in order to read spei� information without having to �nd the

spei� miro�lm and resan it. PhotoDo has been designed to ful�ll this need.

When images have problems due to sanning errors, often many images have

problems of similar sope. There an be hundreds of images all showing the same

problems. We have researhed and produed a way in whih a user an �gure

out a sequene of steps that enhane one image that has problems representative

of many other images, train the omputer to make those same steps again, and

then have the omputer run on any number of other images. The tools we have

used to reate this ability inlude a history of operations performed, a wizard

that allows all funtions to be aessed from one area and an be programmed

to perform any ombination of those funtions and inreased interoperability

among the funtions.

We are also attempting to trae the letters of any given word and predit

where the lines would have gone if the information had not been lost. If we su-

eed in this endeavor, we ould train a omputer to rereate letters that have

already been partially lost, and thus aid omputer reognition ode in automat-

ially extrating the information. The tools that we are using to improve this

area are livewire and linear integral searhes to �nd the best ��t� for a given

segment of line. If we are able to sueed in this area, we hope to be able to

not only rereate letters, but also derease the noise in these douments and

perhaps fully extrat all important lines. Combining this tehnology with the

letter and pattern reognition software that others are pursuing, we hope that

we may soon be able to automatially extrat important information from these

douments and allow users to searh databases instead of searhing through one

image at a time for a name.
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